Estimation of spatial boundaries with rolling variance and 2D KZA algorithm

Abstract
Rolling variance atlas is proved to be very useful in identifying boundaries and data patterns in this study, but faces a vulnerable problem of background noise in the actual dataset. Luckily, The Kolmogorov–Zurbenko Adaptive, KZA algorithm is available to deal with abrupt changes or discontinuities in the presence of heavy background noise. Two–dimensional simulated samples are generated to demonstrate signal recoveries and their boundary identification by mean of KZA algorithm and rolling variance atlas. Simulation investigation showed that rolling variance atlas could identify boundaries resulted from signal discontinuities, even when background noise is stronger than signal discrepancy.
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Introduction
Understanding the impact of spatial patterns and processing features on health is a key element in public health and epidemiology fields.1–3 These patterns characterized on a two or higher dimensional settings, are usually forming visible and/or invisible boundaries between various types of pattern attributes (color, texture, intensity, etc.).4–6 Therefore, boundary detection constitutes a crucial initial step before processing downstream tasks such as pattern characterization and feature interpretation.

A boundary is a significant local change in the pattern attribute(s), usually associated with a discontinuity in either the pattern attribute or the first derivative of the pattern attribute.7 Zurbenko and his students used local variance (sample variance) to visualize discontinuities (data breaks) in their previous ‘Comprehensive Aerological Reference Data’ project.8 In time series analysis, a common technique to assess the parameters’ stability is to compute their estimates over a rolling window through the study period.9 If the parameters are stable, then the estimates over the rolling windows should be similar; if the parameters change significantly at some point, then the rolling estimates should capture this substantial variation. For example, Aslan applied bootstrap rolling window estimation to display the existence of inverted U–shaped economic growth in the US during 1982–2013:10 Comin and colleagues applied rolling window estimates in their endogenous growth model to explain the evolution of the first and second moments of productivity growth at the aggregate and firm level.11 However, all these approaches are limited to one dimensional settings. In this paper, we propose a new approach to apply rolling variance at two–dimension level to identify and locate boundaries of interest.

Characterization of rolling variance and spatial patterns
Considering the robustness and generality of the approach, assume that n observations were observed on a 2D space. These observations from two larger objects connected to each other, and one smaller object stays away from the larger ones (Figure 1). To sense the overall spatial variations, the sample variance (1) is often used to characterize the spatial variation:

\[ V = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (O_i - m)^2 \]  

where \( O_i \) is the \( i \)th observation and \( m \) is the mean of the \( n \) observations.

However, the sample variance is substantially biased if the observations comprise clusters, which usually result in patterns as shown in Figure 1. In such case for a temporal series of data, Blue4 recommended calculating the moving variance to reduce the bias. Similarly, instead of the moving variance of a temporal series, a series of variances are calculated for observations over the local area respectively, then form a spatial variance atlas (Figure 1C & D).

The rolling variance
The rolling sample variances, or rolling variances, are calculated based on a dynamic spatial window. Given that this spatial window is moving, when its size is optimal, the significant local changes will be captured. It is neither necessary to make any assumption, nor to model anything, so it is a nonparametric statistic. However, very often actual data might be embedded in heavy background noises,4 direct application of rolling variance to real data could fail to identify the significant local variations, or recognize false variations (Figure 1D). Fortunately, the Kolmogorov–Zurbenko Adaptive, KZA algorithm provides algorithms to examine abrupt changes in the presence of heavy background noise.12–14 It is reasonable to apply KZA algorithms to actual data first, before rolling variance analysis for boundary identification performed.

Spatial rolling window
The spatial rolling variance utilizes the spatial information, to help decide the size and constituents of a rolling window (Figure 2). Given that there exists an observation ‘v(i,j)’, we first assign the coordinates for all the observations around: [(i±d), (j±d)], d=1, 2, 3…, we could design rolling windows with any size, such as an arbitrary rolling window with d=1, which covers the area labeled with ‘v’ (Figure 2), containing \( n=9 \) observations. Then we can calculate its rolling mean \( m_i \) in (2) and rolling variance \( v_i \) in (3).

\[ V = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (O_i - m)^2 \]
Figure 1 The visualization of simulated spatial data and rolling variance atlas: A. Object signals (max=1.5) on a 2D space; B. the same signals were embedded in noise (σ=0.3, 20% of signal maximum); C. rolling variance atlas (window size=16) of signals in A; D. rolling variance atlas for data in B.

Figure 2 Spatial rolling window design.
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The rolling variances $v_r$, calculated based on windows located at certain spatial area, form a spatial variance atlas, which can quantitatively evidence the significant local changes.

**Boundary identification with rolling variance**

**Rolling variance atlas, a practical boundary indicator**

Assuming that we observed '8–o' shaped signals on a 2D space (Figure 3). We calculated their rolling variance atlas with rolling windows similar to those mentioned in 2.2; For example, when $d=1$ the window size equals $(1+2d)^2=9$, the area labeled with ‘V’ in Figure 2; when $d=2$ the window size equals 25, and so on; see Table 1 for details.

In theory, the rolling variance atlas can perfectly reflect the local variations (including boundaries), once optimal rolling windows are applied (Figure 1C). As long as the side lengths of rolling windows are smaller than the distance between the adjacent boundaries of interest, e.g. $2d+1$ is smaller than the minimum of $s_1$ through $s_8$ (Figure 3A), rolling variance atlas can successfully display the boundaries. When the window side length equals the distance between adjacent boundaries, the rolling variance atlas starts to be overlapped (see the small object in Figure 3B); as the window side length continues to grow, the rolling variance atlas fails to identify the existing boundary (see the small object in Figure 1C & Figure 3C).

When resolution permits, it is always possible to find an optimal window size under limited background noises. It is obvious that noise is a big concern for real data (Figure 1B &1D). Therefore, it depends on efficient removal of background noise for rolling variance atlas to identify boundaries of interest (Figure 4).

Table 1 Illustration of the window size and number of steps (d) away from the selected site

| D   | 0    | 1    | 2    | 3    | 4    | 5    | ...
|-----|------|------|------|------|------|------|------
| Window size | 9    | (1+2) $^2$ | 25   | (1+4)$^2$ | 49   | (1+7)$^2$ | (1+9)$^2$ | (1+10)$^2$ | ...

**Rolling variance atlas and influence of background noise**

As mentioned above, background noise dramatically interferes with rolling variance atlas. To better address this issue, assume that we have simulated data (Figure 5A), this data is embedded in noises (Figure 5B), as we usually face in our life. Without copying with the noises embedded in the data, rolling variance can go nowhere of boundary identification. Luckily $KZA_{(m,k)}$ algorithm is available to be implemented to powerfully ‘suppress’ the noise without distorting other existed patterns of the data.\(^{16-19}\) To illustrate the effect of KZA algorithm, we introduce: mean $M$ in (4), variance $V$ in (5), mean squared error $MSE$ in (5) and error indicator $EI$ in (6). $EI$ will be used to evaluate how background noise affects KZA’s filtration and rolling variance atlas.

$$M = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i,j} v_{KZA_{i,j}}$$  \(4\)

$$V = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i,j} (v_{KZA_{i,j}} - M)^2$$  \(5\)

$$MSE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i,j} (signal_{i,j} - v_{KZA_{i,j}})^2$$  \(6\)

$$EI = \sqrt{\frac{MSE}{V}}$$  \(7\)

where, $i, j$ are the signal coordinate index on the sample space, $v_{KZA}$ smoothed signal with KZA algorithm, $N$, is the signal sample size.

Before started looking at the background noise’s interference with KZA, we need to figure out the optimal smoothing window size for KZA to apply in this experiment. Assumed that there were simulated signal data—a couple of stacked cylinders attached to each other at the bottom part (Figure 5A); this signal data was embedded in the background noise (Figure 5B). Smoothing effects of KZA algorithm...
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by window size are displayed in Figure 4A. Figure 4B shows the reconstructed signals by using window size of 9. After we applied KZA algorithm to the simulated data, influence of noise on KZA’s smoothing performance is summarized in Figure 4C. Although signal reconstruction (both the inner and outer cylinders) is interfered by background noise obviously, KZA algorithm could copy with noise in a decent shape, with noise \(\sigma\) reaches up to 80% of the signal maximum (Figure 4D, 4E). We also addressed this in detail in our previous study.\(^{20,21}\)

KZA algorithm made it possible for rolling variance calculation for signals embedded in heavy background noise (Figure 5). Overall, rolling variance atlas could identify signal boundaries embedded in noises with noise \(\sigma\) up to 50% of signal maximum (Figure 5D); when the noise \(\sigma\) goes up to 80% of signal maximum, rolling variance atlas could barely identify the boundaries (Figure 5E), but as \(\sigma\) reaches 90% of signal maximum, it cannot successfully identify the entire boundary patterns (Figure 5F), although it could still identify part of the boundaries, such as the inner cylinder boundaries.
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Figure 4 Illustration of KZA smoothing effects by window size (A) and background noise (B through E).

- A. noise – N(\(\mu=0, \sigma=0.375\), 25% of signal maximum); B. noise – N(\(\mu=0, \sigma=0.75\), 50% of signal maximum); C. noise – N(\(\mu=0, \sigma=1.2\), 80% of signal maximum).
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Figure 5 Illustration of rolling variance atlas of signals embedded in various levels of background noises: A. signals; B. signals embedded in noise with σ =0.75, 50% of signal maximum; C. KZA reconstructed signals embedded in noise with σ =0.375, 25% of signal maximum; D. KZA reconstructed signals embedded in noise with σ =0.75, 50% of signal maximum; E. KZA reconstructed signals embedded in noise with σ =1.2, 80% of signal maximum; F. KZA reconstructed signals embedded in noise with σ = 1.35, 90% of signal maximum.

Influence of signal discrepancy forming the boundaries on rolling variance

Boundary is formed due to signal discontinuity and/or significant local changes. In this section, we try to investigate how much a local change is enough for rolling variance to detect it. To focus on our target, we would use a simpler simulated signal data (Figure 6A), with the inner cylinder = 1.5 and outer cylinder = 0.75; and let this signal to be embedded in the background noise with a distribution of N(μ = 0, σ = 0.375, 25% of signal maximum). We fix the inner cylinder while gradually increase outer cylinder from 0.75 to 1.5, such that the percentage of relative signal discrepancy (RSD): 100*(inner–outer)/outer would drop from 100% to 0.
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To calculate rolling variance, we had to reconstruct the actual signal from the background noise. Using an appropriate smoothing window, KZA algorithm could successfully reconstruct the signal (Figure 6B). EI indicator for inner cylinder did not affect by signal discrepancy change, while the EI for outer cylinder gradually increased parallel to signal discrepancy change; it makes sense because inner cylinder was fixed. After signal is reconstructed, rolling variance could be calculated (Figure 6C–6F). Rolling variance could always detect the outer cylinder boundary; However, rolling variance could only be able to identify the inner cylinder boundary as the relative signal discrepancy level was not lower than 25% (Figure 6E), where the absolute signal difference = 0.3. This local difference/change was smaller than background noise. When RSD dropped to 18% (Figure 6F), rolling variance could barely identify the inner boundary.

Figure 6 Illustration of KZA smoothing effects and rolling variance atlas by signal discrepancy. A. Signals only; B. KZA smoothing effects by signal discrepancy; C. rolling atlas (RSD=0); D. rolling atlas (RSD=54%); E. rolling atlas (RSD=25%); F. rolling atlas (RSD=18%).
Influence of distance between adjacent boundaries on rolling variance atlas

As we learned in section 2, rolling variance relies solely on the removal of background noise; and KZA algorithm has been proved to be an adept in removing background noise without twisting the data structures. However, KZA software does require that signals under smoothing are distinguishable. We will investigate how far away is enough for adjacent boundaries to be distinguished / detected by rolling variance atlas. Provided that within a background noise (σ = 25% of signal maximum), there are embedded “8–shape” cylinder signals on a 100x100 sample space, their centers are located at (38, 38) and (58, 58) respectively (top, Figure 7B). The diameters for inner cylinders are 18, and 38 for outer cylinders, such that a = 10.28 and b = 28.28 (Table 2). To investigate the influence of distance between

the inner cylinders (a) on the performance of rolling variance, let one set of cylinders move towards another set of cylinders, with step = Δd. Table 2 shows the distance between the centers of two sets of cylinders (b) and distance between the inner cylinders (a), while one set of cylinders moving towards another set of cylinders.

KZA smoothing effects by selected distance ‘a’ are showed in Figure 7A. The error indicator EI for inner cylinders was gradually increasing as the inner cylinders got closer and closer. Rolling variance was capable of distinguishing the inner boundaries until Δd = 6 (Figure 7D), where distance a = 1.8. When Δd = 7 and distance a = 0.38, rolling variance could not distinguish the boundaries of the inner cylinders, where the boundaries are mingled to each other (Figure 7E). This indicates that rolling variance performs very well in identifying boundaries once the background noises are taken care of.

Figure 7 Illustration of KZA smoothing effects and rolling variance atlas by signal boundary distance. A. KZA smoothing effects by selected boundary distance; B. Signals (top) and rolling variance atlas with Δd=3 (bottom); C. Rolling variance atlas with Δd=5; D. Rolling variance atlas with Δd=6; E. Rolling variance atlas with Δd=7.
Table 2 Distance between cylinder centers (b) and distance between the inner cylinders (a) at selected sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>∆d</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>∆d1</td>
<td>10.28</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>-2.44</td>
<td>-3.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary

In identifying boundaries with rolling variance, background noise is its Achilles’ heel. Fortunately, KZA algorithm is available for us to reconstruct actual data from heavy background noise without smoothing out data properties. This article is trying to convince readers: (1). Rolling variance atlas is useful in identification of boundaries and data patterns. (2). Rolling variance atlas is simple; it does not require any specific assumptions of your data. (3). With the aids of KZA algorithm, rolling variance atlas can handle data embedded in heavy noise; it can apply to data in various of format, such as one-dimensional data vector, two-dimensional data matrix, three–dimensional data array, and even higher dimensional data (with modification). Rolling variance atlas would even work better while applied to higher–dimensional data, since KZA algorithm works better under high–dimensional settings.
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